Memory subsystem, in particular, cache design is important for both high performance and embedded computing systems. The trend towards increased customization for embedded systems, in addition, requires the design of an optimal cache configuration for each application. Trace driven simulation is widely used to evaluate cache performance. However, traces are storage inefficient and simulation is too slow especially when hundreds of design points need to be evaluated. Trace based simulation has two sources of redundancies: multiple occurrences of the same sequence in the trace and containment relationship among cache configurations. We exploit both the redundancies in a unified manner by simulating multiple cache configurations in a single pass directly over a compressed trace (which has already identified the repetitive sequences). Experimental results indicate that our approach achieves significant savings both in storage and in simulation time compared to existing methods.
INTRODUCTION
Memory subsystems, and in particular caches, have significant impact on performance, power, and size of both high performance and embedded computing systems. For high performance systems, the processor architect attempts to find the optimal memory subsystem given a set of representative applications expected to run on the system. An embedded system, on the other hand, runs a specific application program for the entire lifetime of the system. As the application program is fixed, there exists a lot of flexibility in choosing an optimal design for the application in question. In particular, customized processors [4, 6] and configurable system-on-chip platforms [1] provide the designer of an embedded system with the opportunity to configure the memory subsystem for a particular application. This brings us to the problem of design space exploration: the designer needs to explore the various choices efficiently for a given application program. In this paper, we concentrate on choosing a suitable data/instruction cache for a given application program, where some representative inputs are provided by the user.
The problem of design space exploration is computationally intensive. Clearly, it is expensive to simulate the traces for the representative inputs over the space of all designs. Consider the task of deciding a suitable cache memory for a given application. The design of the cache memory involves instantiating several parameters: line size, number of lines, associativity, replacement policy etc. Thus, the number of possible cache memories to be tried out can easily grow to hundreds. In addition, the traces of realistic programs can grow to billions of instructions. Clearly it is infeasible (both in time and space) to do a naive simulation of such traces on all possible design points. One possible approach to solve this problem would be to ignore part of the design space by applying statistical techniques. An alternative approach would be to identify and avoid the redundancies in the computation involved in exhaustive design space exploration.
In this paper, we have taken the second approach. Given a representative trace of an application program, we employ a time and space efficient strategy to find out the optimal cache configuration for the trace. Note that with the increasing processor-memory gap, reducing the number of cache misses is crucial for overall performance; furthermore since cache misses result in off-chip main memory accesses, they result in substantial energy consumption as well [19] . Thus, the number of cache misses incurred by a trace on a particular processor design is a meaningful indicator of the performance and energy consumption of the memory subsystem.
Let us now inspect the problem at hand to identify the potential redundancies in simulating a trace against several cache configurations.
• First of all, there exists an inclusion relationship among certain cache configurations. Clearly, if we simulate a trace against a direct-mapped cache with 8 cache lines we can on the way collect information about the simulation results for a direct mapped cache with 4 cache lines (with the same line size). Indeed, this inclusion property has been exploited in previous works on cache simulation [8, 12, 20] .
• Secondly, the trace being simulated typically contains many repetitive patterns (i.e., the same address sequence being repeated many times) [3] . For the trace of data accesses this could be due to several sweeps through the same data structure or "similar" sweeps through different parts of the same data structure (such as accessing the rows of a matrix). It is possible to simulate such patterns only once assuming an empty cache and find out the confirmed hits and misses. Only the unconfirmed misses (misses due to empty cache) need to be resolved for the different occurrences of the pattern by looking at the state of the cache before that pattern.
In this paper, we develop a cache simulation technique which exploits both of the aforementioned redundancies. Our technique works on compressed traces and the simulation proceeds without decompressing such traces. Our compression scheme is based on the lossless on-the-fly SE-QUITUR algorithm [13] which represents a string σ via a context free grammar Gσ of language {σ}. The hierarchy of the rules in Gσ is created by the repetitive patterns in σ. Any such pattern (whose repetition is captured and exploited by the structure of Gσ) is simulated only once. Furthermore, we do not simulate the compressed trace one cache configuration at a time. Instead, in a single pass of the grammar Gσ, we simulate multiple configurations which differ in number of cache sets and associativity. Since Gσ can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (i.e., the rules of Gσ are non-recursive), we achieve the simulation of multiple cache configurations in a single bottom-up pass of the directed acyclic graph. Experimental results on the MiBench embedded benchmarks show substantial time and space reduction in simulation of a trace against many cache configurations. This constitutes a time and space efficient strategy for design space exploration of caches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We survey related work on design space exploration of caches in the next section. Section 3 provides necessary background for our cache simulation technique; it discusses the SEQUITUR compression algorithm, as well as the data structures needed for simulating a trace against multiple cache configurations. Section 4 presents our core technique for directly simulating a compressed trace against multiple cache configurations.
We also discuss implementation issues in (a) optimizing the trace compression algorithm and (b) memory management of the internal data structures required by our simulation technique. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Design space exploration of caches has been investigated by many researchers in the past. Panda et al. in [16] have given a source code analysis method to determine an optimal data cache size by analyzing array access patterns. Subsequently, in [15] , they have developed an analytical approach to decide upon the distribution of on chip memory into scratch-pad memory and data cache, and determine the appropriate cache line size. Ghosh and Givargis [5] have developed a trace analysis algorithm to determine the optimal cache size and associativity. The algorithm analyzes the data memory references and is guaranteed to satisfy designer-provided performance constraints. Finally, there are other approaches which use statistical models and symbolic execution to quickly generate performance estimation of design points [14] .
Simulation based approaches for design space exploration of caches have also been studied. A key factor here is to cut down the time and memory requirements for simulation. Simulation time can be improved by trace reduction. One possibility in this direction is to obtain a reduced trace (which approximates the behavior of the original trace) via statistical sampling [9] . On the other hand, lossless techniques for trace reduction have been studied in [17, 22, 23] . Both [17] and [22] exploit the observation that the references that hit in a small direct-mapped cache will also hit in larger caches; this is used to remove certain references from the trace prior to simulation. However, they still employ multi-pass simulation. The main idea in [23] is that by simulating cache configurations in a particular order, some redundant information can be stripped off from the trace after each simulation.
Another effective way to speedup the simulation of cache configurations is by doing single pass simulation of multiple configurations [8, 12, 21] . The inclusion property given by Mattson et al. [12] forms the backbone of single pass simulation technique. This property states that for certain replacement policies, the contents of a fully associative cache is included in the contents of all larger fully associative caches (with the same line size). Various types of data structures have been used for single pass simulation of multiple cache configurations. Mattson et al. [12] used a single stack, Hill and Smith [8] used a forest, and Sugumar and Abraham [20, 21] used binomial trees and generalized binomial trees for single pass simulation.
Our work is closest to the work of Sugumar and Abraham. We adapt and augment the binomial tree data structure to simulate multiple cache configurations over compressed traces. The compression algorithm used to generate our trace is lossless; thus our simulation results are exact. We note that simulation of a compressed trace for a single cache configuration has been reported in [18] . There are several differences between [18] and our work: (a) we simulate multiple cache configurations in a single pass, (b) unlike our work, the technique of [18] is restricted to fully associative caches, and (c) our work employs customized memory management techniques (see Section 4.3) to achieve scalability; on the other hand, the work of [18] mentions practical difficulties in simulating large caches.
Simulation based exploration of cache configurations have also been studied for the purpose of minimizing energy consumption [11, 19] . These works exhaustively traverse the design space by enumerating the design points and estimating energy consumption at these points. Thus, these works can potentially be improved by using the data structures for performance simulation of multiple cache configurations (as in our work).
BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the relevant background needed for explaining our cache simulation technique. First, we describe SEQUITUR [13] , the heart of the compression algorithm used by us for deriving space efficient trace representation. We then describe a data structure called Generalized Binomial Forest (GBF). It was developed by Sugumar and Abraham [20, 21] for simulating an uncompressed trace against multiple cache configurations in a single pass.
SEQUITUR algorithm
We present the SEQUITUR algorithm for lossless on-line compression of traces. The trace can be seen as a string over the alphabet of memory references. SEQUITUR represents a string σ via context free grammar whose language is the singleton set {σ}. Rules of the grammar capture the hierarchical structure of the trace; thus, the grammar is typically far more compact than the original trace.
The SEQUITUR algorithm adds each symbol from the input string to the end of grammar's start production and restructures the rules of the grammar to maintain the following invariants:
Invariant 1 No pair of adjacent symbols appear more than once in the grammar Invariant 2 Every rule (except the rule defining the start symbol) is used more than once.
To intuitively understand the algorithm, we briefly describe how it works on the string 123123. After reading the first four symbols, the grammar consists of the single production rule S → 1231 (where S is the start symbol). On reading the fifth symbol, it becomes S → 12312. Since the adjacent symbols 12 appear twice in this rule (violating the first invariant), SEQUITUR introduces a non-terminal to get
Note that here the rule defining non-terminal A is used twice. Finally, on reading the last symbol of the string 123123 the above grammar becomes
This grammar needs to be restructured since the symbols A3 appear twice. SEQUITUR introduces another non-terminal to solve the problem
However, now the rule defining non-terminal A is used only once. So, this rule is eliminated to produce the final result. Note that the grammar accepts only the string 123123.
The generated grammar can also be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [10] . Figure 1 shows the grammar and the DAG corresponding to the input trace 123123.
Generalized Binomial Forest (GBF)
Generalized Binomial Forest (GBF) [20] is an efficient data structure to represent the contents of multiple caches by exploiting containment relationship among them. As this data structure is used for single pass cache simulation, the following operations need to be efficiently performed for an incoming address: (1) search to find out the hit/miss for all cache configurations, and (2) update to reflect the state of all the caches after the address is processed.
Let C L S (N ) denote a cache configuration with 2 S cache sets, the degree of associativity N and cache line size of 2 L bytes. Then GBF can represent a group of cache configurations {C
S min is the smallest number of cache sets and 2
Smax is the largest number of cache sets present among the group of cache configurations. For n = 1 (i.e., a direct mapped cache), we adopt a shorthand to write C L S (1) simply as C L S . Note that GBF representation assumes a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy. However, it can be suitably modified to accommodate certain other replacement policies such as FIFO.
We first explain a simpler data structure called Binomial Forest containing one or more Binomial Trees which is used as a basis to develop GBF. A binomial forest can represent a group of direct mapped caches {C
A binomial tree can be defined recursively as follows. A binomial tree of degree 0 (B0) is a single node. A binomial tree of degree k (B k ) is obtained from two binomial trees of degree k − 1 (B k−1 ) by making the root of one as a child of the root of the other. The number of nodes in a binomial tree of degree k is 2 k . The recursive definition of a binomial tree of degree k is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Binomial forest is a natural data structure to represent a group of direct mapped caches. It exploits the fact that the content of C L S is included in the content of C L S+1 . In particular, let p1 and p2 be two cache sets in C L S+1 with S least significant bits as identical and equal to p. Let the content of these cache sets be x1 and x2 (they can be empty as well). Then the content of cache set p in C L S will be either x1 or x2 depending on whichever is accessed last. is obtained. Note that if Smin = 0, then the binomial forest contains only a single binomial tree (since the cache has a single set). The resulting binomial forest succinctly represents all the information needed to find the content for each of the constituent cache configurations. Figure 3 depicts the construction of a binomial tree for direct mapped cache configurations with 1 − 8 sets.
For an incoming address, its index part is used to search in the appropriate binomial tree. The search exploits the structure of the binomial tree such that in a tree of degree k, at most k nodes have to be searched. Once the index matches at a node, the tags are checked for match. If the tags match, then the address is a hit corresponding to all the cache configurations represented by the subtree rooted at the matched node. This node now becomes the most recently used reference and is moved up to the root of the binomial tree with a series of transformations.
We now describe the Generalized Binomial Forest (GBF), which is a forest of Generalized Binomial Trees (GBT). A Generalized Binomial Tree (GBT) can be thought of as a more general form of binomial tree where each set can contain a list of length at most n for n-way set-associative caches. The elements in the list are ordered according to Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy. The combination procedure is modified accordingly. A GBT can be defined recursively as follows. A GBT of degree zero (B0(n)) is a list of length n. A GBT of degree x (Bx(n)) is constructed by putting together two GBTs of degree x−1 (Bx−1(n)) and B x−1 (n)). The root list of the resulting GBT will contain the most recently accessed n references in either root lists of the two input GBTs. Figure 4 shows an example. Assume that Bx−1(4) and B x−1 (4) are the GBTs corresponding to two sets s1 and s2 that map to the same set s in the next smaller cache configuration. Then the root list of the GBT Bx(4) represents the content of set s, while the remaining S min GBTs -one for each set in the smallest cache. The GBT is searched and updated in a manner similar to binomial tree. A detailed description of GBTs as well as their search and update procedure can be found in [20] .
COMPRESSION DOMAIN SIMULATION
In this section, we describe our technique for cache simulation over compressed traces. We start with simulation of a single cache configuration and extend it to simulating multiple cache configurations in a single pass of the compressed trace.
Cache simulation over compressed trace
The context free grammar generated by SEQUITUR algorithm captures the repeating memory reference sequences present in the trace. The grammar opens up the opportunity to perform cache simulation for each repeating sequence only once and thereby reducing the simulation time significantly. This goal can be achieved by traversing the DAG corresponding to the grammar in a bottom-up fashion. Note that each internal (non-leaf) node R in the DAG represents a finite sequence of memory references TR that appears at least twice in the trace (Invariant 2 in Section 3.1). We simulate TR starting with an empty cache and the result is stored in R. This simulation result is used by R's parent nodes, thereby saving repeated simulation of TR. For example, in Figure 1 , the sequence 123 is repeated twice and Once we have computed the result for B by simulating the sequence 123, it can be used to compute the cache miss at S. We now present (1) what information needs to be stored at a node R after simulation of the corresponding sequence TR is complete, and (2) how the cache miss of a node is computed from its children. Without loss of generality, we assume an N-way set-associative cache with LRU replacement policy. Direct-mapped and fully-associative caches are just instances of set-associative caches. Also, it is possible to simulate other replacement policies by modifying the information stored at a node accordingly.
Let TR be the sequence of memory references represented by an internal node R. Let m be a memory reference in TR and let sm be the cache set that m maps to. If TR is simulated in isolation starting with an empty cache, the following are the possible outcomes when m is looked up.
• Local miss: m results in a miss and there are less than N unique references to cache set sm in TR before m (where N is the associativity of the cache).
• Global miss: m results in a miss, but it is not a local miss.
• Hit: m results in a hit.
If the outcome of m is a global miss or hit, it is not affected by the cache state before TR. However, if the outcome of m is a local miss, then it may hit or miss in the global trace depending on the cache state before TR. Based upon the above observation, we store the following information at a node R of the directed acyclic graph corresponding to the SEQUITUR grammar.
• hit(R): Number of hits in TR.
• local miss(R): Sequence of local miss references for each cache set in the order in which they appear in /* Initialization*/ hit(R) ← hit(Y1); local miss(R) ← local miss(Y1); cache state(R) ← cache state(Y1); /* Process the symbols from left to right */ for i → 2 to n do /* Update hit array */ hit(R) ← hit(R) + hit(Yi); /* Resolve local misses of Yi */ temp state ← cache state(R); foreach x ∈ local miss(Yi) do if x ∈ temp state then hit(R) ← hit(R) + 1; else if x is a local miss in R then append x to local miss(R); insert x into temp state; end /* Update cache state */ UPDATE(cache state(R), cache state(Yi)); end Algorithm 1: Processing a grammar rule R → Y1Y2 · · · Yn for simulating one cache configuration TR. Note that there can be at most N local misses per cache set.
• cache state(R): Cache content after simulating TR.
For a leaf node m denoting a single memory address hit(m) = 0, local miss(m) and cache state(m) contain m in the corresponding cache set.
Let R be an internal node (non-terminal) corresponding to the grammar rule R → Y1Y2 · · · Yn (Y1 · · · Yn are children of node R). As any non-terminal in SEQUITUR grammar is defined using exactly one rule, it is possible to compute the simulation result of R given the simulation results of its children. Algorithm 1 does the processing of the rule R → Y1Y2 · · · Yn to compute the hits, local misses and cache state for the trace representing R.
In the first step of the algorithm, the hits, local misses and cache state are initialized. We then process the terminal/nonterminal symbols on the r.h.s of the rule from left to right to update each of these three quantities. In Algorithm 1, the variable temp state is initialized to the state of the cache after processing the grammar symbols Y1, Y2, . . . , Yi−1. For each of the local misses x of a child node Yi, the algorithm checks if it is a local miss, global miss, or a hit given the sequence represented by Y1, Y2, . . . , Yi−1 as the context; it then updates the local miss and hit accordingly.
Let m1, m2, . . . , mn i be the memory address sequence corresponding to symbol Yi and let the local misses among these addresses be mi 1 , mi 2 , . . . and so on. When we resolve the local miss mi 2 (to find out whether it is a hit or a global miss) the variable temp state has only been updated with mi 1 and not the addresses between mi 1 and mi 2 . In other words,to resolve the local misses, we only consider the preceding local misses of Yi and the cache state after Y1, . . . , Yi−1. Updating with the local misses is required because the contents of each cache set is actually maintained as a sequence depending on the replacement policy in question.
To see why updating with only local misses is sufficient, note that given a cache state whether an access is a hit or a miss is determined only by the cache contents and not the usage ordering among the contents of a cache set. Clearly, the hits in Yi do not change the cache contents; they only reorder the sequence of elements in a cache set. Furthermore, no global miss can precede a local miss by definition. Therefore, to resolve a local miss of Yi, it is sufficient to consider the preceding local misses in Yi, and the cache state after Y1, . . . , Yi−1 (which is maintained by the variable temp state in Algorithm 1).
The procedure invocation U P DAT E(cache state(R), cache state(Yi))
updates cache state of R with cache state of Yi, such that it reflects the cache state for the segment of trace Y1Y2 · · · Yi. Later symbols Yi+1 · · · Yn will be processed against this updated cache state. Figure 5 shows an example of compression domain simulation for a direct mapped cache with two sets and a rule E → ABC. Addresses 0 and 2 map to cache set 0 and addresses 1 and 3 map to cache set 1. The memory access sequences corresponding to the symbols A, B, and C are shown in the Figure. The hit, local miss, and cache states corresponding to each symbol are also shown. For the sequence 01220 corresponding to the symbol A, 0 and 1 are local misses (stored in local miss array), the first access to 2 is a global miss, the second access to 2 is a hit, and the second access to 0 is also a global miss. The final cache state corresponding to this sequence contains 0 and 1. While processing the rule corresponding to symbol E, we first add up the number of hits for A, B, and C. In addition notice that some of the local misses may become hits in E. An example is the local miss of address 0 in B. It becomes a hit in E. The cache set 1 in the final cache set(E) contains 1 from cache state(C). However, the 0th cache set in cache state(C) is empty. It is filled up in cache set(E) by 2 from the cache state(B).
As mentioned before, the source of performance improvement by processing a compressed trace comes from the fact that a rule represents a segment of trace which appears multiple times. All references except local misses only need to be processed once. The overheads involved are the time required to look up the local misses and to update the cache state for each rule. As the SEQUITUR algorithm achieves high compression ratio, indicating that typically a rule appears multiple times, the overheads are offset by the time saved in processing each rule only once.
Simulating Multiple Configurations
In this section, we present an algorithm to simulate multiple cache configurations in one pass over the compressed trace. The multiple cache configurations have fixed cache line size, variable number of cache sets and degree of associativity. Using the terminology from Section 3, we are interested in exploring the design space represented by {C L S (n) | Smin ≤ S ≤ Smax; n ≤ N }. Smin is the smallest number of cache sets and Smax is the largest number of cache sets present among the cache configurations in the design space. Our simulator reports the hit rate for all the cache configurations in a single pass. This information can be used by the designer to choose an appropriate configuration given the constraints.
Note that our simulator has to be invoked for each different cache line size. However, as observed in [5] , varying cache line size is not common as it requires significant reengineering of processor and memory data path as well as their interfaces. Similarly, we assume LRU replacement policy and write-allocate caches, which are the most common choices. A separate run of the simulator will be required for each of the different choices of replacement and write allocation policies.
Our algorithm traverses the grammar in the same way as single cache configuration presented in Section 4.1. However, the information that needs to be stored at node R is modified as follows.
• A two dimensional array hit(R).
• local miss(R) for C L Smax (N ), the largest cache configuration. The references in local miss(R) can not be hit in smaller cache configurations.
• A forest of General Binomial Trees GBF (R) described in Section 3, which is a compact representation of multiple cache configurations.
The idea is to efficiently capture the hit, local miss and cache state of multiple cache configurations. First, we use a two-dimensional array hit(R) instead of a single value to maintain the number of hits corresponding to a symbol. However, hit(R) [m] [n] only stores the number of references that hits in cache configuration C L m (n) but misses in all the smaller caches C L m (n ) where (m ≤ m, n < n) or (m < m, n ≤ n). This is because, the hits in smaller caches will definitely be hits in larger caches. Thus, the total number of hits of C L m (n) can be computed by accumulating the hit count of itself and those from the smaller caches C L m (n ) (m ≤ m and n ≤ n) at the end of the simulation. The time for this post-processing of hit counts is of course negligible.
We maintain the local misses corresponding to the largest cache configuration C L Smax (N ). This is justified by the fact that all the local misses of smaller cache configurations will definitely be included in the local misses of C L Smax (N ). Finally, GBF (R) succinctly captures the content of all the cache configurations after simulating the sequence corresponding to R. Figure 6 illustrates how multiple cache configurations are simulated over compressed trace by processing each rule. For a non-terminal node E in the DAG, the GBFs of its children are merged together to generate the GBF corresponding to E. The local misses are resolved to update the hit array and generate the local miss array of E. The detailed algorithm is given next.
Let R be an internal node corresponding to the grammar rule R → Y1Y2 · · · Yn (Y1 · · · Yn are children of node R). Algorithm 2 computes the simulation result of R given the simulation results of its children.
Each local miss x in Yi is searched in the generalized binomial tree corresponding to the cache set of x in the smallest cache configuration. However, we use an efficient search procedure that starts searching from the middle of a GBT instead of from the root. This can be done because x will first encounter other local misses of Yi in the search path (which are the most recently used references). However, we already know the result of looking up x against that sequence from the simulation of Yi. So we can start searching from the first node in the GBT which is not from Yi. The search continues till either the address is a hit, or a leaf node is reached. The ; foreach x ∈ local miss(Yi) do search x in temp GBF ; if x is a hit then update hit(R); else if x is a local miss in R then append x to local miss(R); update temp GBF to insert x; end /* Update cache state */ UPDATE(GBF (R), GBF (Yi)); end Algorithm 2: Processing a grammar rule for simulating multiple cache configurations hit and local miss array are updated accordingly and the GBT is modified to represent the new state of the cache.
The U P DAT E routine merges the cache state represented by GBF (R) after processing rules Y1 . . . Yi−1 with that of GBF (Yi) to represent the state of the cache for the sequence Y1 . . . Yi. The U P DAT E routine looks up the references present in GBF (Yi) one by one in GBF (R). For each reference x in GBF (Yi), the search of GBF (R) can again bypass all the references of GBF (Yi) that appear before x. However, in this case the search is simpler as the hit and local miss array are not updated.
Implementation Issues
We discuss two major implementation issues in this section. First, the memory requirement to maintain GBTs cor- responding to all the grammar rules can be prohibitively expensive. We discuss a memory management scheme to alleviate this problem. This allows our simulation technique to scale up w.r.t. size of the caches and the number of cache configurations. Secondly, we discuss specific improvements made to the SEQUITUR algorithm to make the compressed trace suitable for cache simulation.
We use an array based implementation of Generalized Binomial Tree [20] . It is more efficient than manipulating pointer-based data structures. For a group of cache configurations {C L S (n) | Smin ≤ S ≤ Smax; n ≤ N }, a forest of GBTs is represented as 2 S min two dimensional arrays, each with 2
Smax−S min +1 − 1 rows and N columns. The array implementation has a factor of two redundancy. However, note that we need a GBF for each rule in the grammar generated by SEQUITUR, which may require considerable amount of memory. For example, to simulate multiple cache configurations with cache sets ranging from 1 to 256, and set associativity from 1 to 4, each rule needs roughly 8KB. Assuming that the grammar has ten thousands rules, the memory al-located for GBFs is 80MB. Besides, we also need to allocate memory for hit array and local misses for each rule. Thus the total memory usage can be above 100MB. With larger range of cache configurations, there will be significant swapping.
However, we observed that, in practice, for the majority of the rules, the GBTs are far from being full. On an average, only about 20% of the GBT array is used for the set of cache configurations and benchmarks we have studied. Recall that our SEQUITUR grammar representation of the trace can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). We observed via experiments that typically, the GBTs for only a few nodes near the root of the DAG are close to full.
Based on these observations, we allocate a working pool of GBTs in the memory at the very beginning. A rule R is processed using the GBTs from the working pool. Once the processing is finished, the GBTs corresponding to R are converted into a more compact format and stored away. Later on, when R is required again by its parent(s), the GBTs are constructed again from the compact format. This approach cuts down the memory usage and subsequent swapping considerably.
We also make several modifications to SEQUITUR algorithm to make it more suitable for cache simulation. First, the original grammar generated by SEQUITUR often contains rules with very few symbols. This can cause many problems: (a) the grammar will contain many rules and hence will require considerable amount of memory for processing, and (b) there is a lot of overhead in processing a short rule. Let us elaborate the second point. Simulation over compressed trace will be efficient only if there are lot of references that generate global misses and hits within a rule. This is because only these references need to be processed once, whereas references corresponding to the local misses need to be processed more than once. Within a short rule, there are very few global misses or hits and local misses are dominant. To solve this problem, we do some postprocessing of the grammar generated by the SEQUITUR algorithm. The short rules below some threshold are eliminated via inlining. The post-processed grammar will typically have less number of rules and the rules are longer.
The grammar generated by SEQUITUR algorithm also has the obvious problem that it requires log(n) rules to represent a sequence x n as it uses hierarchical representation. Instead, we use run-length encoding to represent these sequences. For example, we represent the sequence xxxx as A → x(4) instead of B → AA; A → xx. The run-length encoding has two benefits: (a) it reduces the number of rules and therefore it is more compact and requires less memory, (b) it reduces the processing time for the sequence. The second point needs some explanation. First, note that the final cache state and the local miss sequence for x n is the same as the symbol x. The only thing that needs to be modified is the number of hits of x n as it needs to include the local misses of x that generates hit in x n . Again the number of extra hits is the same for the second to n th instances of x. Finally, for benchmarks with huge traces, we divide the trace into multiple sub-traces and generate grammar for each. This is done to avoid generating huge grammars and keep the number of rules between thousands to ten thousands. In our experiments, we generate a grammar for every 128MB of a trace.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the efficiency of our technique by comparing it against the fastest known cache simulator Cheetah. Cheetah is an accurate single pass cache simulator over uncompressed traces that implements the algorithm based on Generalized Binomial Forest. Our technique also produces accurate cache hit/miss rates. This is because we perform exact simulation (even though in a single pass) and employ a lossless compression scheme. In other words, we do not use any approximation. However, our technique achieves significant speedup compared to Cheetah as it works on compressed traces.
We select programs from MiBench [7] , an embedded benchmark suite, for our experiments. The description of the benchmarks chosen is given in Table 1 . The benchmark programs are compiled and simulated by SimpleScalar toolset [2] with some code plugged into the simulator to collect traces. We report experimental results for data caches only. Instruction traces have more regularity than data traces, which result in higher compression ratios. Therefore, the speedups obtained by simulating over compressed traces are observed to be higher for instruction traces (compared to the speedups that we report here for data memory traces).
We simulate cache configurations with 1 to 256 cache sets, degree of associativity from 1 to 4, and 16-byte cache lines. That is, a total of 24 cache configurations are simulated in a single pass. The experiments are performed on a Pentium IV 1.3GHz computer with 1 GB main memory. Both Cheetah and our simulator are compiled with the same optimization options.
The performance results are presented in Table 2 . Column Uncompressed gives sizes of raw traces which Cheetah uses for simulation. Column Compressed gives sizes of compressed traces. For most benchmarks, the SEQUITUR grammar along with our optimization achieves a compression ratio of more than 10. The simulation timings for Cheetah and our method are given in the columns Cheetah and Our method respectively. The Ratio column gives the speedup of simulation time that our work achieves over Cheetah. For most benchmarks, the speed-ups are significant. The last two benchmarks rijndael and typeset achieve little speed-up. This is because not much compression is achieved due to the irregular data access in these traces. Table 2 also indicates that the speedup is not proportional to the compression ratio. This is because the processing of a node in the directed acyclic graph (for the SEQUITUR grammar) has overheads in terms of resolving the local misses and combining the cache states of its children. Table 3 gives more insight into the behaviors of the two simulators. In both cases, we need to perform search and update of GBTs, which are the most time consuming operations in both the simulators. The column Search show the number of addresses that are looked up in GBTs for both the simulators. In case of Cheetah (uncompressed trace), this is exactly same as the number of memory references present in the trace. In our method (compressed trace), the number of searches is cut down significantly as the hits and global misses are only searched once. Columns under Compare show the total number of nodes in the GBT that are looked up during the search. This number is also significantly less in our method compared to Cheetah. Finally, column Local miss gives the percentage of local misses in the rules. These numbers justify one of the major sources of the speedup that our work can achieve. Only less than ten percent of the addresses that are looked up in a rule are local misses for most benchmarks. Therefore, most addresses are either hits or global misses, which do not need to be processed further. Note that benchmark rijndael has the lowest percentage of local misses; however, its speedup is the lowest. This is because the compression ratio for rijndael is very low, i.e., there are very few repetitive patterns. In summary, the combination of compression ratio and the length of the rules determine the performance of our simulator.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have discussed a time and space efficient technique for simulating a compressed trace against multiple cache configurations. The simulation proceeds by a single pass of the compressed trace representation. We have implemented our technique and we report experimental results for MiBench programs. The results indicate substantial gains in simulation timings (as compared to existing work on simulating an uncompressed trace against multiple cache configurations [20, 21] ). The major application of our simulation strategy is for design space exploration of caches. It is an exact and efficient technique which can simulate huge traces of realistic programs (upto 1GB) against large number of design points (i.e., cache configurations).
In a broader perspective, we note that the recent years have seen substantial work in using compressed traces for profile-driven analysis [10] , deciding data layout [18] , program optimization and debugging [24] . This paper demonstrates another application of compressed traces, specifically for embedded processor design.
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